Abstract: Hexagonal shapes for market areas have been dominant in spatial economics ever since Christaller observed them and Lösch explained their emergence in terms of optimality. It is observed in the following that, though hexagons are best, the differences to for instance squares in terms of efficiency are negligibly small. As the existence of hexagonal shapes -in the space economy, as well as in beehives or other patterns of the physical world cannot be denied -a different cause for their emergence is proposed. Such an explanation is structural stability, which allows three market areas, but not four or six, to come together in each common vertex. The focus is hence the way market areas are organized in space, rather than their shape.
Introduction
Hexagonal shapes for market areas have been generally accepted ever since Christaller (1933) observed them empirically, and Lösch (1954) explained their emergence in terms of their optimality in terms of compactness, hence economy of minimal total transportation cost.
Circular market areas would be the best solution for isolated firms, so the famous reasoning goes, but in aggregate circles cannot pave the plane or any portion of it. There would result overlaps or empty interstices. When pushed together, deformable circles would change their shapes to polygons. Obviously, there cannot be any concave section of the common boundaries. Any consumers located in the area enclosed by a concave boundary section and its tangent, could be supplied at a lower transportation cost by the firm inside the boundary rather than by the competitor. Hence, if exclusively convex areas meet, the boundaries must be made up of straight line segments. Supposing further that the firms are identical, and hence have market areas of equal size, we are left with a choice among the three regular tessellations by equilateral triangles, squares, or regular hexagons, as well known from geometry.
A hexagon has 120 degree angles, so three of them can come together in each corner, making the total of 360. Likewise, four squares with 90 degree angles, or six triangles with 60 degree angles again make up 360. But this exhausts the possibilities. The pentagon will not do, because three of their 108 degree angles only make 324 degrees, so the plane has to be warped to fit three pentagons. Twelve such pentagons actually make up a regular closed surface in three dimensions, and polygons with more corners than six cannot even be fitted on a curved surface. All this was known to Kepler, and, as for the plane, even to Greek antiquity. See Coxeter (1969) and Fejes Tóth (1964) for more detail.
Once we have this choice among the three tessellations, it is easy to show that the hexagon is more compact and more economical than the square, which in its turn is better than the triangle. This is easily acceptable for intuition, because, the hexagon comes closer to the ideal circular shape than the square and the triangle. Of course, an octagon would be even better, but, unfortunately, as we know, it is not admitted as a candidate. 2 We have to be more explicit as to what compactness means. In the traditional context of the isoperimetric problem, it means maximum area enclosed by a boundary of given length, or minimum boundary length that encloses a given area size. According to legend, Queen Dido of Carthage, when defeated, was offered as much land as could be covered by the hide of an ass. Cunningly, she cut it in as a thin a thread as possible, and laid it out in the shape of a circle. If we had plenty of Didos, competing for space, they would be squeezed together in hexagons. Apart from legend, medieval cities, surrounded by defence walls, often took a circular shape.
Of course, the relation of boundary length to area enclosed is not the same as the relation of transportation cost to area. We have to make this explicit, and, even if the result often is the same for compactness in terms of minimal boundary length and minimal transportation cost, there are differences. In particular two important issues are involved i) As soon as we talk of transportation cost in two dimensions, we have to specify which kind of transportation metric we assume. Given a suitable Manhattan metric, the square is even more economical than the circle, as we will see below.
ii) Even assuming the Euclidean metric, which Lösch took for granted, the actual advantage of a hexagon over a square is much smaller in terms of transportation cost (about 1.4 percent saving), than in terms of boundary length (about 7.8 percent saving), which is remarkably small already.
In the sequel we will argue that the actual differences in terms of compactness are so small that it is questionable whether hexagons, when they turn up in the real world, should be attributed to optimality. As a matter of fact they turn up with surprising frequency: See Weyl (1951) , Tromba (1985) , and Ball (1999) .
The most well known everyday experience is the hive of the honeybee, whose cells are hexagonal in crossection. Darwin attributed this to a "wonderful instinct" which was the ultimate evidence for his evolution theory, as it even selected those bees who could best "economize with labour and wax" as those fittest to survive. From biology we also know of the radiolarians (Aulonia Hexagona), tiny spherical organisms whose silicon skeletons are made of hexagonal cells, as illustrated by d'Arcy Wentworth Thompson (1961) in his beautiful book.
From physics we know of Bénard's famous experiment, where a shallow viscous liquid in a cylinder is heated from below, and organizes into hexagonal convection cells, where the liquid rises in the centre of each cell and falls at its boundary. Sometimes atmosphere works as a Bénard liquid, and hexagonal imprint of the winds have been photographed in desert sand. And, from chemistry, similar structures in diffusion have been reported.
The interesting fact is that most of these cases of self organization are in conflict with the natural boundary conditions. A rectangular frame of the kind we know from beehives could accommodate squares only, but not hexagons. There are bound to arise deformed cells along the entire boundary. The same is true about Bénard convection -we cannot cover a circle with hexagons alone.
The case of the radiolarian is even more intriguing: we can build a tetrahedron, or an octahedron, from four or eight triangles, a cube from six squares, and, as we saw, a dodecahedron from twelve pentagons, but we cannot make any closed surface from hexagons alone! Not even if we deform the faces, so that they no longer fall flat in the plane, and just keep the numbers of faces (F), edges (E), and vertices (V), can we achieve this, because the 3 combination of these latter numbers results in the wrong Euler-Poincaré index
For each genus of surface it is a given number. For a surface topologically equivalent to the plane it is 1, as we can verify for the hexagon (6+1-6=1), or any number of them. Add, for instance two more hexagons that meet in a point. We have 3 faces, 15 edges (18-3, three being shared), and 13 vertices (18-5, three being shared by two and one by three), so 13+3-15, which is still 1. And so we can continue adding hexagons, without altering the index. If we take any such aggregate of cells drawn on some elastic sheet, and try to wrap it around a sphere, just identifying vertices with vertices and edges with edges, we will not succeed.
Consider in stead the cube: It has 6 square faces, 8 vertices, and 12 edges, so the index is 8+6-12=2, so this is the Euler-Poincaré index for a simple closed surface topologically equivalent to a sphere. We get the same number with four triangles organized as a tetrahedron (4+4-6=2), twelve pentagons organized as a dodecahedron (20+12-30=2), or any other of the Platonic solids, as they are called, but we cannot obtain index 2 with any aggregate of hexagons. Concerning surface genus and index numbers, see Henle (1979) .
It therefore is truly remarkable that hexagons seem to pave the radiolarian, as it for basic mathematical reasons cannot be paved by hexagons, so that it must have some other polygon somewhere to make the index equation possible. For instance, a football is made from alternating hexagonal and pentagonal patches, but the radiolarian is different: It has just hexagons everywhere, there is just a minimum residual number of different patches to provide for the right genus index.
The forces at work must be truly strong to form hexagonal shapes despite adverse boundary conditions. Once we see how small the advantage of hexagons in terms of optimality are the natural question to ask is whether it is likely that hexagons, which undeniably arise, are due to optimality, or if there may be any other forces at work.
An obvious alternative candidate is stability, more precisely qualitative structural stability in the sense of structural robustness in the presence of random changes or slight misspecifications of the model. Indeed, there is not much point in formulating models, whose outcomes are not just slightly changed at such changes or misspecifications, but turn into something completely different. Samuelson (1947) used this idea in formulating his "correspondence principle": An equilibrium would be without interest if it was not stable. As a rule, assuming stability implies a characterization of the structures that are stable, i.e. a gain of information. Similarly, Arnol'd (1983) suggests that, in modelling the physics of the pendulum, account should be taken of friction, no matter whether we knew of its existence as an empirical fact or not, just because the frictionless pendulum is structurally unstable model, whereas the damped pendulum is stable.
Another word for structural stability is transversality. The concept was systematically explored in the development of catastrophe theory. It all boils down to a condition for transverse intersections of manifolds embedded in a surrounding space: If the sum of the dimensions of two intersecting manifolds equals the sum of the dimensions of the intersection manifold and of surrounding space, then the intersection is transverse, otherwise it is not. Thus, two curves (1-dimensional) in a plane (2-dimensional) intersect in a point (0-dimensional, as 1+1=2+0, but we could hardly fit a third curve to pass the same intersection point, as we would require 1+0=2+? for a transverse intersection. The intersection manifold would need to have negative dimension, and such geometrical objects do not exist.
Likewise, two surfaces (2-dimensional) in ordinary space (3-dimensional), intersect transversely along a curve (1-dimensional), as 2+2=3+1. We can also make a third surface intersect this intersection curve in a point, as 2+1=3+0, but, again, we could not make a fourth surface intersect this point transversely, as we would need 2+0=3+? to be fulfilled.
Hence we see how neatly the transversality principle sums up all that is typical and robust, and discards what is exceptional and occasional. See Poston and Stewart (1978) for detail.
Let us now again consider the hexagonal tessellation. As we already noted, the tessellation has a property apart from the cells having six edges and six vertices. There are also exactly three cells meeting in each vertex. If the tessellation were square, four cells would meet in each vertex. Now, the market boundaries are formed where the delivery prices accrued with transportation costs of different suppliers break even. Such delivery prices can be considered as surfaces over geographical space, and hence are two dimensional objects that naturally live in three-space. Two such surfaces meet in curves (market boundaries), and three meet at points. But, a fourth delivery price surface could not be fitted to pass this point. Hence, three market areas meet transversely, whereas four do not. The case is even worse with the triangular tessellation, as six areas would have to meet in the vertices.
If we consider market areas of equal size and regular tessellations, then the reverse of three cells meeting at the vertices is the hexagonal shape of the cells. Therefore, structural stability, or transversality, provides a perfect alternative explanation for the hexagonal shapes.
We could easily reconsider Darwin's case. A multitude of bees are building at the same time, pushing against the walls while making cells of their own size, and the joint action produces a shape which is robust. The hexagonal is, but, if the bees had an instinct to build cells of a square crossection, then the slightest careless move by a bee would deform the configuration. Therefore, no recourse to conscious plans or selection of economic instincts is needed. The cells are hexagonal, just because this configuration is robust.
As a further example, take a look at an atlas of countries with national boundaries: We always see three countries coming together in one point, never four or more. The only exception is the case of states in federations, where the borders were drawn by pen and ruler in the hands of some administrator, but it would not be robust to perturbations due to wars, negotiations, and peace treaties. Of course, countries are of different size and power, and therefore we do not see just hexagonal shapes, even topologically. But, given homogeneity and equal size, the reverse of the meeting of three countries would again be hexagons. This duality between shape and incidence is emphasized by Shäfli's symbols for polygonal tessellations {p, q}, where p denotes the number of corners in the polygon, and q denotes the number of faces that meet in a corner. As (p-2)(q -2) = 4 in the plane, there are just the three possibilities {3, 6}, {4, 4}, and {6, 3}.
Measures of Economy and Compactness
As stated above, there are different measures for how compact or economical a certain polygonal shape is. Darwin was concerned with the length of boundary for a cell of given area content, i.e., with the classical isoperimetric problem. Lösch focused upon total distance from the centre to all the different points of the polygon, or rather again total distance from the respective centres for an aggregate of cells. These measures are, of course, different, though they result in the same conclusion that the hexagon is better than the square, and the square better than the triangle. Though both Darwin and Lösch were concerned with cell aggregates, it is easiest to deal with the measures for an individual cell.
To save labour, we can derive the formulas for a general n-gon in one step. Suppose the radius of the circle inscribing the polygon is denoted R. Obviously, we can derive all the measures we want by taking one of the identical triangular slices with the centre angle 2π / n , and then multiply the measures by n. See Fig. 1 .
Or, we can do even better: These isosceles triangles have a symmetry axis, so we need only take one half of these, with the central angle π / n , and finally multiply the measures by 2n. As the triangle has one right angle, we right away get the contribution to the perimeter as R n sin π , and the contribution to the area as It is slightly more tricky to get total distance from the centre, located at the central angle. We need to integrate: We understand why V for transportation distance alludes to volume, as it is proportional to the cube of the radius, quite as the area A was proportionate to the square, and the length L just proportional. Geometrically V indeed is a volume: If we erect a right prism of unit height on the polygon, and circumscribe a cone on the same polygonal base, turning it upside down with its centre at the centre of the polygon, then V is the volume of the prism that lies under the inverted cone. See Fig. 2 . It might be tempting to proceed right away to comparing the L:s for the isoperimetric problems, and the V:s for transportation, but the outcome would be misleading. First, we have to calculate R for each polygon so as to make the area unitary. Otherwise boundary length or transportation distance would just be larger for a larger area. Obviously we hence cannot choose the same radius for all polygons. From the expression for A, we get: This expression looks quite messy, but for n ≥ 3 , which is fulfilled when we really deal with a polygon, its graph looks very simple and is a uniformly decreasing function, which goes asymptotically to 2 3 / π as n goes to infinity. The same is true for the much simpler looking L, which goes to the asymptotic value 2 π .
Below we list the exact expressions and the numerical approximations for the triangle, the square, the hexagon, and, finally, the circle: b g c h
As we see, both in terms boundary length, and in terms of total distance, it is true that the circular shape is the most economical, and that, among the polygonal shapes in a plane tessellation the hexagon is best, the square next best, and the triangle the worst solution. However, we also see that the differences are very small. In terms of boundary length, the hexagon means a waste of mere 5 percent, and the square of another 7.8 percent. As the ideal circular form is impossible in a tessellation, Darwin's honey bees would save 7.8 percent as compared to other bees that insist on building cells of square crossection.
The case is even less convincing in Lösch's case of minimizing transportation cost. The loss due to the fact that the ideal circular market shape is impossible and the hexagon the best possible is now about 0.3 percent. A transformation from the hexagonal to the square market shape would mean another loss of 1.4 percent. The question to pose, in view of relocation costs and other frictions, is whether the saving of 1.4 percent would provide a convincing explanation for why an actual square tessellation of market areas would be transformed into a hexagonal one.
Too often we just pose questions about optimality, we should also keep in mind how much better the optimal solutions are than other equally possible solutions. It might well be that differences are really small, so that frictions of various kinds prevent the systems from attaining the ultimate optimal state. Or, in case we actually observe the optimal configurations, we should ask if they should not be ascribed to other causes than optimality.
A Case in Solid Geometry
Solid geometry, which we touched upon in the introduction, is, of course, much more complicated than plane geometry. The regular convex polyhedra, or Platonic solids, three-dimensional equivalents of the regular polygons, which we touched upon, are five: The tetrahedron (with four triangular faces), the cube (with six square faces), the octahedron (with eight triangular faces), the dodecahedron (with twelve pentagonal faces), and the icosahedron (with twenty triangular faces).
The five Platonic solids have fascinated imaginative minds over the ages. Leonardo da Vinci made space models of them, and Kepler, once he was caught by the Copernican heliocentric cosmology, first tried to organize the planetary orbits on spheres which were inscribed in, and themselves inscribed these Platonic polyhedra. See Fig. 3 . He was particularly satisfied by the fact that the number of the then known planets agreed with the number of concentric spheres needed. But this beautiful theory did only fit the orbits for two planets sufficiently well, so Kepler abandoned the theory in favour of the elliptic orbits which made him famous.
Soap bubbles are spherical, shaped by minimizing surface tension, and are the simplest instances of the celebrated Plateau problem. However, none of the space filling convex polyhedra have any optimality properties, such as the hexagon in the plane tessellation has. In this case it would be maximum compactness in terms of least surface area enclosing a given volume. As a matter of fact not all the Platonic solids are even space filling. The cube obviously works, but the icosahedron does not, no matter how we stack them there remain gaps.
A favourite candidate for such optimality has in stead been the rhombic dodecahedron, which is not a regular solid. It is the shape of the garnet crystal, and has twelve rhombic, not pentagonal faces. It also turns up in beehives, more precisely in the shape the two layers of comb cells that stand back to back in each frame. Darwin could have taken this as additional proof, provided it was certain that the rhombic dodecahedron indeed was the optimal shape in three dimensions. See Fig. 4 .
Additional evidence could be ascribed to the following experiment. Soft lead shot, approximately spherical and of equal volume, are loaded in a massive cylinder, and then compressed by a piston (letting gunpowder explode behind the piston). The lead shot are deformed from the spherical shape to the rhombic dodecahedral in each such experiment.
Yet, in his famous Baltimore lectures 1887, Lord Kelvin demonstrated that there exists another space filling solid which has a better economy of surface area to enclosed volume. This is called the tetrakaidekahedron, and is obtained by cutting off all the six corners of an octahedron, so as to produce a solid with alternating squares (at the corners) and hexagons (deformed from the original triangular faces). Kelvin showed how the faces and edges further have to be slightly warped so as to produce the better candidate for optimality. This story is told by Weyl. According to him, nobody knows which is the optimal space filling solid, but there is no doubt that Kelvin's tetrakaidekahedra represent a better solution than the rhombic dodecahedra. However, neither the tetrakaidekhedron nor any other shape than the rhombic dodecahedron ever turns up in experiment. This obviously is a case where frictions impede that the optimal solution is attained, even though the compression is an optimizing procedure.
Though we need not be concerned with the phenomena in tree dimensions here, this case provides an illustration to the weakness of optimization when differences in objective fulfilment are small.
Other Metrics
Let us, however, consider that we instead of the Euclidean, have a Manhattan type of transportation system, with roads in the diagonal, South-West to North-East, and South-East to North-West directions, infinitely dense, quite as in the case of the Euclidean metric. Suppose further that we have a firm located at the origin.
Then the distance metric from the origin to any point x, y in the plane reads:
x y x y + + − Suppose further that the firm has a square market area defined by:
This is tilted 45 degrees as compared to the road directions. The boundary of the square is the union of four segments of the lines x y = ± = ± 0 5 0 5 . , . . As the square has unit sides its area is unity. Suppose the market we consider is part of an infinite tessellation For comparison, let us also calculate the cost for a circular market area. But if we take unit radius we will arrive at the area π , which is much larger than the unit area for the square. So, to make a fair comparison, we have to choose a radius 1/ π , which results in unit area. The total transportation cost is then: with α = 1 and α = 2 respectively. Dual to each transportation system is a system of isodistance loci, concentric squares for the Manhattan, and circles for the Euclidean. The former is most typical for city regions, along with the ring-radial, which has a more complicated metric, whereas the Euclidean is the traditional distance concept from geometry and used by all the classics. We can also think of roads in three directions inclined at 60 degree angles to each other, as particularly convenient for hexagonal cell aggregates, resulting in the metric:
Its iso-distance loci are concentric hexagons. This metric would always single out a suitable layout of hexagons as the best tessellation in terms of least transportation cost, as compared to all other polygonal tessellations, and even to the circular cell shape. Without presenting the calculations we just show a picture showing the volume of transportation when such a metric goes with a hexagonal tessellation. See Fig. 5 . This is a companion to Fig. 2 where the circular cone is replaced by a hexagonal pyramid, again turned upside down. So, we see how the optimality depends on the distance metric, and conclude that we, in view of the tiny compactness differences between different cell shapes, should be even more careful when we are not certain about which distance metric to apply, as a different choice reverses the ranking.
Boundary Problems
When hexagonal cells are enclosed in the rectangular frame of a beehive, or the circular vessel in which Bénard convection is illustrated, or even forced to tile the surface of a spherical radiolarian, the boundary influences the optimality properties of the aggregate. The measure of average boundary per cell depends on how many cells there are, and there is also a waste of space in deformed boundary cells if the shape does not fit exactly in the frame or boundary, as always is the case with hexagons.
As a rule, however, the influence of the boundary decreases the more cells there are in the aggregate. In general we can say that, in the limit, every polygonal tessellation of whatever polygonal shape is just half of that for an isolated polygon of the kind. This is so because, except for the boundary layer, all edges are shared by two cells. The larger the aggregate is, the smaller is the portion of it that belongs to the boundary layer, and in the limit its importance vanishes. Hence, given a sizeable cell aggregate, the measures for boundary length of the individual cells, standardized to unit area are just halved, and hence the optimality comparisons still hold. Probably the numbers of beehive cells in a frame or convection cells in a vessel are large enough to make the influence of the boundary negligible.
More important for us, however, is that the measures of transportation volume are not affected by these boundary matters at all. They are matters of the individual cell and its shape, and independent of how they aggregate together.
Transversality
The point of the above reasoning has been to show how weak the argument that hexagonal shapes arise due to their optimality in view of their maximum compactness is. On the other hand, there is no doubt that many hexagonal patterns in fact can be observed in reality. So, we are not denying their existence, but want to find a stronger argument for them.
In the introduction we already indicated one such argument, the structural stability of hexagonal tessellations, as formalized by the principle of transversality.
To make things precise suppose we have a number of firms at different locations x y i i , b g , charging mill prices p i . These prices accrue with accumulated transportation costs along the radiating optimal routes from the mill locations, and define local consumers' prices at any point (x, y) of the region considered. The choice of optimal routing may be a complicated problem, quite like the derivation of the resulting local price. See Puu (2003) for examples. But, no matter how complex the transportation system is, for instance including several combined modes, the resulting distance metric (with transportation cost absorbed) between any pair of points is always a unique, well defined, function. point, but it is now given, and the parameters for the fourth firm had no part in its determination, they would just have to be required to fit. By conclusion, just three firms and no more meet transversely at each vertex. The same holds true all over the tessellation, and produces a set of three-market junctions, which are joined by curve segments which together determine the market areas.
If we add assumptions of convexity, regularity, and equality of market areas, the reverse of this is the hexagonal tessellation. So, it is the only regular tessellation which is robust, and structurally stable. As a conclusion, stability provides a better argument for hexagons than does optimality.
Flows and Stability
By conclusion, we should add that it matters to what objects in spatial economics we apply structural stability. We applied the considerations to market areas, cell aggregates, assuming a grainy structure of locally monopolistic market areas.
We could, however, also have applied structural stability to flows, of, for instance, traded commodities. The outcome is then quite different. We will outline it briefly in what follows, but the reader can find much more material in Puu (2003) .
The facts for structural stability of flows in two dimensions are mainly due to M.M. Peixoto. See Peixoto (1977) . The characterization of structurally stable plane flows implies:
i) There are only a finite number of singular (stagnation) points, or limit cycles; ii) Each of the singularities is of the same type as in linear systems, i.e., a node (stable or unstable), a focus (again stable or unstable), or a saddle point;
iii) There are no so called heteroclinic trajectories connecting saddle points. Making the further obvious restriction to cases where the flow pattern is an optimizing one, i.e. minimizing transportation cost, eliminates the limit cycles and the foci, and still simplifies the issue: We are left with just nodes, stable and unstable, or sinks and sources, and saddle points, with no trajectories between saddle points. Now, any flow outside the singular stagnation points (where several trajectories are incident), is topologically equivalent to a set of parallel straight lines, so the singular points provide the organizing element. If we just draw a graph of the set of singular points and their connecting trajectories, we find that it can always be triangulated. Further, each such triangle must have exactly one source, one sink, and one saddle point as vertices. We obviously cannot have two sources or two sinks, because on a triangle all vertices are connected. As a trajectory runs from a source to a sink, we could not orient the direction along the side connecting two sinks or two sources. Further, saddle connections were excluded, so we cannot have two saddles either. This leaves us with only one basic triangle, with one source, one sink, and one saddle point. The interior of such a triangle could be filled by other flow lines by free hand. They all issue at the source, pass close by the saddle, and end up at the sink.
To arrive at a regular tessellation element, these elementary triangles have to be reflected in pairs, and arranged cyclically around a singular point of one kind (it makes no difference which). Taking six, we get a triangular element, taking eight, we get a square one, and taking twelve, we get a hexagonal one. These can be multiplied, translated, and again organized in a regular tessellation, this time of the flow pattern. See Fig. 7 .
The basic pattern now is square, with equal numbers of sources and sinks, or mixed hexagonal/triangular, with the number of one sort of nodes twice the number of the other. The exclusively hexagonal flow pattern is structurally unstable, because it would have to be organized around monkey saddles, which are about the most unstable feature we could think of.
Though the conclusions are different when transversality is applied to flows than those when they are applied to market areas, we should note that there is no contradiction. The case of market areas with central firms and continuously smeared out consumers is a case of monopolistic competition. Whenever we focus on flow patterns, firms and consumers are equivalent, i.e., both smeared out in space. Hence, the case is one of a competitive market. That conclusions are different for monopoly and competition should be no surprise.
